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EVENT PLANNING 
CHECKLIST FOR A SAFE 
AND HEALTHY EVENT 

 
With the global spread of the coronavirus, it’s 
important to follow a specific set of 
guidelines so that our team, vendors, 
attendees, partners, and on-site staff know 
exactly what to do in every type of situation. 
   
The more prepared all involved are with a 
detailed and specific plan for preventative 
measures, the more secure and safe 
attendees (and everyone else) will feel about 
going to the event. 
 
Additionally, we are able to use event 
technologies such as event apps to help us 
turn your in-person event into a virtual or 
semi-virtual conference. Those technologies 
should help you engage the attendees and 
also help the attendees with online 
networking.  
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HAVE PLENTY OF 
IMPORTANT PREVENTATIVE 

SUPPLIES 
 
Order plenty of hand sanitizers, disposable 
face masks, and tissues.  
 
Have notice boards or posters that remind 
attendees to constantly sanitize or wash their 
hands.  
 
Make sure your preventative supplies are 
never running low. You should always be 
checking if the soap and hand sanitizers are 
fully stocked and that they’re easily 
accessible, whether that’s in the lobby, at 
prominent sanitizing stations, at every 
vendor table, and more.  
 
If something runs out, designated event staff 
members should be aware where they can 
get more of these supplies during the event. 
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COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR 
ATTENDEES 
 
Always stay in contact with attendees in 
multiple ways to make sure everyone is on 
the same page regarding the latest event 
information, including regulations in effect, 
safety measures, where they can read the 
action plan, and how they can prepare more 
effectively before traveling. 
 
If you have an event app, you can do so 
through push notifications, announcements, 
online discussions etc.  
 
Otherwise, you may use some emails and 
bulk sms tools 
 

COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR 
STAKEHOLDERS AND 

PREPARE CENTRALIZED 
ACTION PLANS  

 
Everyone who’s putting time, money, and 
energy into the event needs to be informed 
about what you’re going to do to make sure 
everything goes smoothly.  
 
Organize virtual meetings with different 
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groups of stakeholders and outline the steps 
you’ll take. We can easily get this done using 
video conferencing software. 
 
A central place and an effective 
communication channel will be prepared to 
handle any emergency situations. It’s good to 
have cohesive action plans and right 
responses ready to handle whichever 
situation might occur. You can have 
something like an emergency operations 
center.  
 

ENSURE THE PEOPLE AT THE 
VENUE ARE PREPARED  

 
It’s not often that a global pandemic occurs, 
so we would want to make sure that 
everyone we will be communicating with at 
the venue has agreed to our action plan or 
has come up with their own.  
 
We would want to make sure we are on the 
same page with every employee at the venue 
and they’re prepared with plenty of soap, 
sanitizer stations, temperature screening 
areas (if possible), thoroughly-sanitized 
washrooms that are constantly checked, 
and emergency exits that can be used in 
case people start to have symptoms. 
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PREPARE VIRTUAL TOOLS 
 
Maybe a few people will feel weak or have 
symptoms like flu after they’ve already 
arrived at the event. Or some people may 
decide not to physically attend your event at 
the last moment. We can still engage them 
and make them feel included. It’s possible to 
give almost the same event experience 
through the live streaming of your event.  
 
Networking can also go virtual.  
 
Participants can participate in group 
discussions, do session Q&A, exchange 
information with other attendees, and more.  
 
To be conservative, we will also make sure 
that confirmed speakers have a way to give 
their presentation remotely, just in case their 
flight gets cancelled.  
 
Find a suitable solutions for live streaming a 
presentation such as Zoom, and make sure 
the speakers will know how to use it 
correctly. 
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REMIND EVERYONE OF 
HEALTH & SAFETY 

GUIDELINES FREQUENTLY 
 
• People at the event will need constant 

updates and reminders. Whether it be 
attendees, speakers, event staff, 
vendors, and more, you’ll need to 
communicate with them often about 
things like: 

• Washing or sanitizing their hands 
• Possible room updates or closures 
• Possible speaker changes in terms of 

going virtual or not 
• Waving at people when greeting them 

rather than shaking their hands 
• Covering their mouths if they sneeze or 

cough 
• Reading through the guidelines and 

action plans the team has made 
• Alerting a staff member for any 

emergency 
•  

STAY SAFE 
 
While coronavirus is a serious epidemic, it’s 
important to stay positive. 

 


